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intimate, mind-bendingly strange and profoundly
Dark Matter Blake Crouch 2016-07-26 A

human—a relentlessly surprising science-fiction

mindbending, relentlessly surprising thriller from

thriller about choices, paths not taken, and how far

the author of the bestselling Wayward Pines

we’ll go to claim the lives we dream of.

trilogy. “Are you happy with your life?” Those are

Iron Gold Pierce Brown 2018-01-16 'Another

the last words Jason Dessen hears before the masked

sizzling space epic to entice, excite and tease. 5

abductor knocks him unconscious. Before he

STARS' - Starburst Darrow was born a slave. He

awakens to find himself strapped to a gurney,

became a weapon. He ended centuries of Gold rule,

surrounded by strangers in hazmat suits. Before a

broke the chains of an empire, and now he's the

man Jason’s never met smiles down at him and

hero of a brave new republic. But at terrible cost. At

says, “Welcome back, my friend.” In this world he’s

the edge of the solar system, the grandson of the

woken up to, Jason’s life is not the one he knows.

emperor he murdered dreams of revenge. In his

His wife is not his wife. His son was never born.

hidden fortress in the oceans of Venus, the Ash

And Jason is not an ordinary college physics

Lord lies in wait, plotting to crush the newborn

professor, but a celebrated genius who has achieved

democracy. And, at home, a young Red girl who's

something remarkable. Something impossible. Is it

lost everything to the Rising questions whether

this world or the other that’s the dream? And even

freedom was just another Gold lie. In a fearsome

if the home he remembers is real, how can Jason

new world where Obsidian pirates roam the Belt,

possibly make it back to the family he loves? The

famine and genocide ravage Mars, and crime lords

answers lie in a journey more wondrous and

terrorise Luna, it's time for Darrow and a cast of

horrifying than anything he could’ve

new characters from across the solar system to face

imagined—one that will force him to confront the

down the chaos that revolution has unleashed.

darkest parts of himself even as he battles a

********** Further praise for Iron Gold 'Fascinating .

terrifying, seemingly unbeatable foe. Dark Matter is

. . This is one you absolutely will have to read' -

a brilliantly plotted tale that is at once sweeping and

The BiblioSanctum '[Iron Gold] offers us both a
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continuation of the story Brown has been telling for

text on kenjutsu and the martial arts in general,

years right alongside an eye-opening widening of

written by the Japanese swordsman Miyamoto

his universe, as though we're watching it all

Musashi around 1643.Written over three centuries

through an exquisitely calibrated telescope that can

ago by a Samurai warrior, the book has been hailed

slide on perfect bearings from one side of the solar

as a limitless source of psychological insight for

system to the other without the slightest blur . . .

businessmen-or anyone who relies on strategy and

Mature science fiction existing within the frame of

tactics for outwitting the competition.

blazing space opera' - NPR Books 'The books are an

Morning Report Sue Brown 2010-01-31 Morning

exhilarating fusion of The Hunger Games, Blade

Report: Book One A decade on from their first kiss,

Runner and Dune. Amid a pulse-pounding

Luke Murray is more in love with Simon every

narrative, they fearlessly tackle major issues like

day. Running the Lost Cow ranch for Luke's

the fragility of democracy and the fallibility of

parents, they keep their heads down and get along

human nature to betray its ideals even when

with the locals, even if Luke is known for being a

freedom is attained' - Express '[A] thoughtful blend

hothead. Then one day they discover the local store

of action, intrigue, and prosaic human drama' -

owners refuse to serve them. They're bewildered

Publishers Weekly 'Iron Gold offers more of

until Luke's mom tells them the new pastor has

everything we loved about the first three books.

targeted the couple in his sermons. Suddenly Luke

Pierce Brown builds upon the foundations of the

and Simon find themselves alienated from people

incredible universe and story he spun in the first

they called friends, and their ranch comes under a

trilogy, pivoting on his characters' flaws and

series of attacks. As the town's hatred and

fallibility to steer the narrative in unexpected

homophobia turns on them, Luke and Simon will

directions. Suffice it to say, readers will be soon be

face a critical choice: give in to the town's demands

dying to read the next one' - Barnes & Noble 'This

and disappear, or stand and fight for themselves and

book lives up to every expectation I have for Pierce

their love.

Brown . . . you MUST read this, it will not

Red Rising Pierce Brown 2014 ***The first book in

disappoint!' - The Speculative Herald 'Brown

the incredible New York Times bestselling

succeeds not only in writing a great book, but

series*** The Earth is dying. Darrow is a Red, a

adding to the world and Red Rising's mythos . . .

miner in the interior of Mars. His mission is to

The mix of political intrigue, action and thematic

extract enough precious elements to one day tame

journeys elevate this book from a simple sci-fi

the surface of the planet and allow humans to live

adventure into something more thought-provoking

on it. The Reds are humanity's last hope. Or so it

and rewarding. Fans of Brown and his series should

appears, until the day Darrow discovers it's all al lie.

really enjoy this latest addition to Red Rising' -

That Mars has been habitable - and inhabited - for

FlickeringMyth.com

generations, by a class of people calling themselves

Pierce Brown's Red Rising: Sons of Ares #6 Pierce

the Golds. A class of people who look down on

Brown 2017-10-25 Fitchner's dramatic rescue

Darrow and his fellows as slave labour, to be

attempt and the birth of the Sons of Ares reach their

exploited and worked to death without a second

dramatic conclusions, but they are just the seeds of a

thought. Until the day that Darrow, with the help

revolution that will change the Galaxy forever and

of a mysterious group of rebels, disguises himself as

lead to the events of Pierce Brown's epic Red

a Gold and infiltrates their command school, intent

Rising saga

on taking down his oppressors from the inside. But

The Book of Five Rings (Annotated) Musashi

the command school is a battlefield - and Darrow

Miyamoto 2021-05-03 The Book of Five Rings is a

isn't the only student with an agenda. Break the
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chains. Live for more.

Rising is a sophisticated vision. . . . Brown will find

Red Rising Pierce Brown 2014-01-28 NEW YORK

a devoted audience.”—Richmond Times-Dispatch

TIMES BESTSELLER • Pierce Brown’s

Don’t miss any of Pierce Brown’s Red Rising Saga:

relentlessly entertaining debut channels the

RED RISING • GOLDEN SON • MORNING STAR

excitement of The Hunger Games by Suzanne

• IRON GOLD • DARK AGE

Collins and Ender’s Game by Orson Scott Card. “Red

The Light of the Midnight Stars Rena Rossner

Rising ascends above a crowded dystopian

2021-04-13 Experience an evocative combination of

field.”—USA Today ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS

fantasy, history, and Jewish folklore in this lush and

OF THE YEAR—Entertainment Weekly,

lyrical fairytale-inspired novel from the author of

BuzzFeed, Shelf Awareness “I live for the dream

The Sisters of the Winter Wood. Deep in the

that my children will be born free,” she says. “That

Hungarian woods, the sacred magic of King

they will be what they like. That they will own

Solomon lives on in his descendants. Gathering

the land their father gave them.” “I live for you,” I

under the midnight stars, they perform small

say sadly. Eo kisses my cheek. “Then you must live

miracles and none are more gifted than the great

for more.” Darrow is a Red, a member of the lowest

Rabbi Isaac and his three daughters. Hannah,

caste in the color-coded society of the future. Like

bookish and calm, can coax plants to grow even

his fellow Reds, he works all day, believing that he

when the weather is bitterly cold. Sarah, defiant

and his people are making the surface of Mars

and strong, can control the impulsive nature of fire.

livable for future generations. Yet he toils

And Levana, the fey one, can read the path of the

willingly, trusting that his blood and sweat will one

stars to decipher their secrets. But darkness is

day result in a better world for his children. But

creeping across Europe, threatening the lives of

Darrow and his kind have been betrayed. Soon he

every Jewish person in every village. Each sister

discovers that humanity reached the surface

will have to make an impossible choice in an effort

generations ago. Vast cities and lush wilds spread

to survive—and change the fate of their family

across the planet. Darrow—and Reds like him—are

forever. Praise for The Light of the Midnight Stars:

nothing more than slaves to a decadent ruling class.

"Storytelling as spellcasting. Rossner has conjured

Inspired by a longing for justice, and driven by the

something vivid and wild and true."—Kiran

memory of lost love, Darrow sacrifices everything

Millwood Hargrave, author of The Mercies

to infiltrate the legendary Institute, a proving

"Rossner creates a lush, immersive world through

ground for the dominant Gold caste, where the next

which the sprawling plot meanders, punctuated by

generation of humanity’s overlords struggle for

moments of intense grief. The result is as lovely as

power. He will be forced to compete for his life and

it is heartbreaking." —Publishers Weekly "Rossner's

the very future of civilization against the best and

tale is as lyrical as the slow growth of roots, the

most brutal of Society’s ruling class. There, he will

quick dance of fire, and the stately procession of the

stop at nothing to bring down his enemies . . . even

stars. Blending folktale with history, hope with

if it means he has to become one of them to do so.

tragedy, its touch will linger on your heart long

Praise for Red Rising “[A] spectacular adventure . . .

after you put it down."—Marie Brennan For more

one heart-pounding ride . . . Pierce Brown’s

from Rena Rossner, check out The Sisters of the

dizzyingly good debut novel evokes The Hunger

Winter Wood.

Games, Lord of the Flies, and Ender’s Game. . . .

Pierce Brown's Red Rising: Sons of Ares Signed

[Red Rising] has everything it needs to become

Edition Pierce Brown 2018-03 In the future, when

meteoric.”—Entertainment Weekly “Ender,

mankind has spread across the stars, the hierarchy of

Katniss, and now Darrow.”—Scott Sigler “Red

man is dictated by the color of one's caste. The Golds
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rule all, but what will happen when one falls for a

conclusion.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

lowly Red?

“A page-turning epic filled with twists and turns . .

Morning Star Pierce Brown 2016-02-09 #1 NEW

. The conclusion to Brown’s saga is simply

YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Red Rising thrilled

stellar.”—Booklist (starred review) Don’t miss any of

readers and announced the presence of a talented

Pierce Brown’s Red Rising Saga: RED RISING •

new author. Golden Son changed the game and took

GOLDEN SON • MORNING STAR • IRON GOLD

the story of Darrow to the next level. Now comes

• DARK AGE • LIGHT BRINGER

the exhilarating next chapter in the Red Rising

Red Rising Pierce Brown 2014-01-28 NEW YORK

Saga: Morning Star. ITW THRILLER AWARD

TIMES BESTSELLER NAMED ONE OF THE

FINALIST • “[Brown’s] achievement is in creating

BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY

an uncomfortably familiar world of flaw, fear, and

ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY, BUZZFEED,

promise.”—Entertainment Weekly Darrow would

GOODREADS AND SHELF AWARENESS Pierce

have lived in peace, but his enemies brought him

Brown's heart-pounding debut is the first book in a

war. The Gold overlords demanded his obedience,

spectacular series that combines the drama of Game

hanged his wife, and enslaved his people. But

of Thrones with the epic scope of Star Wars.

Darrow is determined to fight back. Risking

********** 'Pierce Brown's empire-crushing debut is

everything to transform himself and breach Gold

a sprawling vision . . . Ender, Katniss, and now

society, Darrow has battled to survive the cutthroat

Darrow' - Scott Sigler, New York Times bestselling

rivalries that breed Society’s mightiest warriors,

author of Pandemic '[A] top-notch debut novel . . .

climbed the ranks, and waited patiently to unleash

Red Rising ascends above a crowded dystopian

the revolution that will tear the hierarchy apart

field' - USA Today ********** Darrow is a Helldiver.

from within. Finally, the time has come. But

A pioneer of Mars. Born to slave beneath the earth

devotion to honor and hunger for vengeance run

so that one day, future generations might live above

deep on both sides. Darrow and his comrades-in-

it. He is a Red - humankind's lowest caste. But he

arms face powerful enemies without scruple or

has something the Golds - the ruthless ruling class -

mercy. Among them are some Darrow once

will never understand. He has a wife he worships, a

considered friends. To win, Darrow will need to

family who give him strength. He has love. And

inspire those shackled in darkness to break their

when they take that from him, all that remains is

chains, unmake the world their cruel masters have

revenge . . .

built, and claim a destiny too long denied—and too

Iron Gold Pierce Brown 2018-01-16 NEW YORK

glorious to surrender. Praise for Morning Star

TIMES BESTSELLER • In the epic next chapter of

“There is no one writing today who does shameless,

the Red Rising Saga, the #1 bestselling author of

Michael Bay–style action set pieces the way Brown

Morning Star pushes the boundaries of one of the

does. The battle scenes are kinetic, bloody,

boldest series in fiction. “Mature science fiction

breathless, crazy. Everything is on fire all the

existing within the frame of blazing space opera . . .

time.”—NPR “Morning Star is this trilogy’s Return

done in a style [that] borders on

of the Jedi. . . . The impactful battles that make up

Shakespearean.”—NPR (One of the Best Books of

most of Morning Star are damn near operatic. . . . It

the Year) They call him father, liberator, warlord,

absolutely satisfies.”—Tordotcom “Excellent . . .

Slave King, Reaper. But he feels a boy as he falls

Brown’s vivid, first-person prose puts the reader

toward the war-torn planet, his armor red, his army

right at the forefront of impassioned speeches,

vast, his heart heavy. It is the tenth year of war and

broken families, and engaging battle scenes . . . as

the thirty-third of his life. A decade ago Darrow

this interstellar civil war comes to a most satisfying

was the hero of the revolution he believed would
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break the chains of the Society. But the Rising has

Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)

shattered everything: Instead of peace and freedom,

applied.

it has brought endless war. Now he must risk all he

REBEL'S CREED Daniel Greene 2021-10-29 With

has fought for on one last desperate mission. Darrow

one simple myth, nations burned. Under the

still believes he can save everyone, but can he save

Almighty, an empire has been forged, bringing

himself? And throughout the worlds, other

peace to the once-divided continent. But now, a

destinies entwine with Darrow’s to change his fate

spark of truth threatens to ignite the religion of lies.

forever: A young Red girl flees tragedy in her

Chapman unknowingly brought the Seventh

refugee camp, and achieves for herself a new life

Precinct to their demise. Now Officer Holden

she could never have imagined. An ex-soldier

Sanders, known throughout the Capital City as the

broken by grief is forced to steal the most valuable

survivor, seeks the truth of how so many he held

thing in the galaxy—or pay with his life. And

dear were slaughtered. But when it comes to light

Lysander au Lune, the heir in exile to the

his former mentor might still draw breath, the

Sovereign, wanders the stars with his mentor,

Officer of God is forced to wage war against the

Cassius, haunted by the loss of the world that

Almighty itself.

Darrow transformed, and dreaming of what will

Light Bringer Pierce Brown 2023-07-25 Darrow

rise from its ashes. Red Rising was the story of the

returns as Pierce Brown’s New York Times

end of one universe. Iron Gold is the story of the

bestselling Red Rising series continues in the

creation of a new one. Witness the beginning of a

thrilling sequel to Dark Age. “Brown’s plots are like

stunning new saga of tragedy and triumph from

a depth charge of nitromethane dropped in a bucket

masterly New York Times bestselling author

of gasoline. His pacing is 100% him standing over it

Pierce Brown. Don’t miss any of Pierce Brown’s

all with a lit match and a smile, waiting for us to

Red Rising Saga: RED RISING • GOLDEN SON •

dare him to drop it.”—NPR, on Dark Age “The

MORNING STAR • IRON GOLD • DARK AGE

measure of a man is not the fear he sows in his

The Causal Angel Hannu Rajaniemi 2014-07-15

enemies. It is the hope he gives his

With his infectious love of storytelling in all its

friends.”—Virginia au Augustus The Reaper is a

forms, his rich characterization and his unrivaled

legend, more myth than man: the savior of worlds,

grasp of thrillingly bizarre cutting-edge science,

the leader of the Rising, the breaker of chains. But

Hannu Rajaniemi swiftly set a new benchmark for

the Reaper is also Darrow, born of the red soil of

Science Fiction in the 21st century. Now, with his

Mars: a husband, a father, a friend. The worlds once

third novel, he completes the tale of the many

needed the Reaper. But now they need Darrow.

lives, and minds, of gentleman rogue Jean de

Because after the dark age will come a new age: of

Flambeur. Influenced as much by the fin de siècle

light, of victory, of hope. Don’t miss any of Pierce

novels of Maurice leBlanc as he is by the greats of

Brown’s Red Rising Saga: RED RISING • GOLDEN

SF, Rajaniemi weaves intricate, warm capers

SON • MORNING STAR • IRON GOLD • DARK

through dazzling science, extraordinary visions of a

AGE • LIGHT BRINGER

wild future,and deep conjectures on the nature of

One Day All This Will Be Yours Adrian

reality and story. In The Causal Angel we will

Tchaikovsky 2021-03-02 Nobody remembers how

discover the ultimate fates of Jean, his employer

the Causality War started; that’s sort of the point.

Miele, the independently minded ship Perhonnen,

We were time warriors, and we broke time. But I

and the rest of a fractured and diverse humanity

was the one who ended it: ended the fighting,

flung throughout the solar system. At the

tidied up the damage as much as I could. Then I

Publisher's request, this title is being sold without

came here, to the end of it all, and gave myself a
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mission: to never let it happen again.

Morning Star pushes the boundaries of one of the

Alienated Melissa Landers 2014-02-04 Two years

boldest series in fiction. “Mature science fiction

ago, the aliens made contact. Now Cara Sweeney is

existing within the frame of blazing space opera . . .

going to be sharing a bathroom with one of them.

done in a style [that] borders on

Handpicked to host the first-ever L''eihr exchange

Shakespearean.”—NPR (One of the Best Books of

student, Cara thinks her future is set. Not only does

the Year) They call him father, liberator, warlord,

she get a free ride to her dream college, she''ll have

Slave King, Reaper. But he feels a boy as he falls

inside information about the mysterious L''eihrs that

toward the war-torn planet, his armor red, his army

every journalist would kill for. Cara''s blog

vast, his heart heavy. It is the tenth year of war and

following is about to skyrocket. Still, Cara isn''t sure

the thirty-third of his life. A decade ago Darrow

what to think when she meets Aelyx. Humans and

was the hero of the revolution he believed would

L''eihrs have nearly identical DNA, but cold,

break the chains of the Society. But the Rising has

infuriatingly brilliant Aelyx couldn''t seem more

shattered everything: Instead of peace and freedom,

alien. She''s certain about one thing though: no

it has brought endless war. Now he must risk all he

human boy is this good-looking. But when Cara''s

has fought for on one last desperate mission. Darrow

classmates get swept up by anti-L''eihr paranoia,

still believes he can save everyone, but can he save

Midtown High School suddenly isn''t safe anymore.

himself? And throughout the worlds, other

Threatening notes appear in Cara''s locker, and a

destinies entwine with Darrow’s to change his fate

police officer has to escort her and Aelyx to class.

forever: A young Red girl flees tragedy in her

Cara finds support in the last person she expected.

refugee camp, and achieves for herself a new life

She realizes that Aelyx isn''t just her only friend;

she could never have imagined. An ex-soldier

she''s fallen hard for him. But Aelyx has been

broken by grief is forced to steal the most valuable

hiding the truth about the purpose of his exchange,

thing in the galaxy—or pay with his life. And

and its potentially deadly consequences. Soon Cara

Lysander au Lune, the heir in exile to the

will be in for the fight of her life—not just for

Sovereign, wanders the stars with his mentor,

herself and the boy she loves, but for the future of

Cassius, haunted by the loss of the world that

her planet.

Darrow transformed, and dreaming of what will

Shadowmancer G.P. Taylor 2010-08-19

rise from its ashes. Red Rising was the story of the

Shadowmancer takes you into a world of

end of one universe. Iron Gold is the story of the

superstition, magic and witchcraft, where the

creation of a new one. Witness the beginning of a

ultimate sacrifice might even be life itself. Obadiah

stunning new saga of tragedy and triumph from

Demurral is a sorcerer who is seeking to control the

masterly New York Times bestselling author

highest power in the Universe. He will stop at

Pierce Brown. Don’t miss any of Pierce Brown’s

nothing. The only people in his way are Raphah,

Red Rising Saga: RED RISING • GOLDEN SON •

Kate, Thomas and the mysterious Jacob Crane.

MORNING STAR • IRON GOLD • DARK AGE •

Packed full of history, folklore and smuggling,

LIGHT BRINGER

Shadowmancer is a tale of an epic battle that will

Daughter of the Salt King A. S. Thornton

grip both young and old. The thrills, suspense and

2021-02-02 Large Print

danger are guaranteed to grab the attention and

Red Rising Pierce Brown 2014-07-15 NEW YORK

stretch imaginations to the limit.

TIMES BESTSELLER • Pierce Brown’s

Iron Gold Pierce Brown 2018-01-16 NEW YORK

relentlessly entertaining debut channels the

TIMES BESTSELLER • In the epic next chapter of

excitement of The Hunger Games by Suzanne

the Red Rising Saga, the #1 bestselling author of

Collins and Ender’s Game by Orson Scott Card. “Red
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Rising ascends above a crowded dystopian

disabled spaceship enters Earth's atmosphere, seven

field.”—USA Today ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS

members of the advanced Tosok race are welcomed

OF THE YEAR—Entertainment Weekly,

by the world. Then a popular scientist is murdered,

BuzzFeed, Shelf Awareness “I live for the dream

and all evidence points to one of the Tosoks. Now,

that my children will be born free,” she says. “That

an alien is tried in a court of law-and there may be

they will be what they like. That they will own

far more at stake than accounting for one human

the land their father gave them.” “I live for you,” I

life.

say sadly. Eo kisses my cheek. “Then you must live

Red Rising Pierce Brown 2018-01-16 Darrow is a

for more.” Darrow is a Red, a member of the lowest

Red, a member of the lowest caste in a color-coded

caste in the color-coded society of the future. Like

society. Like his fellow Reds, he works all day,

his fellow Reds, he works all day, believing that he

believing that he and his people are making the

and his people are making the surface of Mars

surface of Mars livable for future generations. But

livable for future generations. Yet he toils

Darrow and his kind have been betrayed. He

willingly, trusting that his blood and sweat will one

discovers that humanity reached the surface

day result in a better world for his children. But

generations ago. Vast cities and lush wilds spread

Darrow and his kind have been betrayed. Soon he

across the planet. Darrow - and Reds like him - are

discovers that humanity reached the surface

nothing more than slaves to a decadent ruling class.

generations ago. Vast cities and lush wilds spread

Inspired by a longing for justice, Darrow sacrifices

across the planet. Darrow—and Reds like him—are

everything to infiltrate the legendary Institute, a

nothing more than slaves to a decadent ruling class.

proving ground for the dominant Gold caste, where

Inspired by a longing for justice, and driven by the

the next generation of humanity’s overlords

memory of lost love, Darrow sacrifices everything

struggle for power. He will be forced to compete for

to infiltrate the legendary Institute, a proving

his life and the very future of civilization against

ground for the dominant Gold caste, where the next

the best and most brutal of Society’s ruling class.

generation of humanity’s overlords struggle for

There, he will stop at nothing to bring down his

power. He will be forced to compete for his life and

enemies... Even if it means he has to become one of

the very future of civilization against the best and

them to do so.

most brutal of Society’s ruling class. There, he will

Dark Age Pierce Brown 2019-07-30 NEW YORK

stop at nothing to bring down his enemies . . . even

TIMES BESTSELLER • The bestselling author of

if it means he has to become one of them to do so.

Morning Star returns to the Red Rising universe

Praise for Red Rising “[A] spectacular adventure . . .

with the thrilling sequel to Iron Gold. “Brown’s

one heart-pounding ride . . . Pierce Brown’s

plots are like a depth charge of nitromethane

dizzyingly good debut novel evokes The Hunger

dropped in a bucket of gasoline. His pacing is 100%

Games, Lord of the Flies, and Ender’s Game. . . .

him standing over it all with a lit match and a

[Red Rising] has everything it needs to become

smile, waiting for us to dare him to drop it.”—NPR

meteoric.”—Entertainment Weekly “Ender,

(Best Books of the Year) He broke the chains. Then

Katniss, and now Darrow.”—Scott Sigler “Red

he broke the world…. A decade ago Darrow led a

Rising is a sophisticated vision. . . . Brown will find

revolution, and laid the foundations for a new

a devoted audience.”—Richmond Times-Dispatch

world. Now he’s an outlaw. Cast out of the very

Don’t miss any of Pierce Brown’s Red Rising Saga:

Republic he founded, with half his fleet destroyed,

RED RISING • GOLDEN SON • MORNING STAR

he wages a rogue war on Mercury. Outnumbered

• IRON GOLD • DARK AGE • LIGHT BRINGER

and outgunned, is he still the hero who broke the

Illegal Alien Robert J. Sawyer 2011-12-27 When a

chains? Or will he become the very evil he fought
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to destroy? In his darkening shadow, a new hero

mercy. Among them are some Darrow once

rises. Lysander au Lune, the displaced heir to the

considered friends. To win, Darrow will need to

old empire, has returned to bridge the divide

inspire those shackled in darkness to break their

between the Golds of the Rim and Core. If united,

chains, unmake the world their cruel masters have

their combined might may prove fatal to the

built, and claim a destiny too long denied—and too

fledgling Republic. On Luna, the embattled

glorious to surrender. Praise for Morning Star

Sovereign of the Republic, Virginia au Augustus,

“There is no one writing today who does shameless,

fights to preserve her precious demokracy and her

Michael Bay–style action set pieces the way Brown

exiled husband. But one may cost her the other, and

does. The battle scenes are kinetic, bloody,

her son is not yet returned. Abducted by enemy

breathless, crazy. Everything is on fire all the

agents, Pax au Augustus must trust in a Gray thief,

time.”—NPR “Morning Star is this trilogy’s Return

Ephraim, for his salvation. Far across the void,

of the Jedi. . . . The impactful battles that make up

Lyria, a Red refugee accused of treason, makes a

most of Morning Star are damn near operatic. . . . It

desperate bid for freedom with the help of two

absolutely satisfies.”—Tordotcom “Excellent . . .

unlikely new allies. Fear dims the hopes of the

Brown’s vivid, first-person prose puts the reader

Rising, and as power is seized, lost, and reclaimed,

right at the forefront of impassioned speeches,

the worlds spin on and on toward a new Dark Age.

broken families, and engaging battle scenes . . . as

Don’t miss any of Pierce Brown’s Red Rising Saga:

this interstellar civil war comes to a most satisfying

RED RISING • GOLDEN SON • MORNING STAR

conclusion.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

• IRON GOLD • DARK AGE

“A page-turning epic filled with twists and turns . .

Morning Star Pierce Brown 2016-09-27 #1 NEW

. The conclusion to Brown’s saga is simply

YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Red Rising thrilled

stellar.”—Booklist (starred review) Don’t miss any of

readers and announced the presence of a talented

Pierce Brown’s Red Rising Saga: RED RISING •

new author. Golden Son changed the game and took

GOLDEN SON • MORNING STAR • IRON GOLD

the story of Darrow to the next level. Now comes

• DARK AGE • LIGHT BRINGER

the exhilarating next chapter in the Red Rising

From Blood and Ash Jennifer L. Armentrout

Saga: Morning Star. ITW THRILLER AWARD

2020-03-30 Captivating and action-packed, From

FINALIST • “[Brown’s] achievement is in creating

Blood and Ash is a sexy, addictive, and unexpected

an uncomfortably familiar world of flaw, fear, and

fantasy perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas and Laura

promise.”—Entertainment Weekly Darrow would

Thalassa. A Maiden… Chosen from birth to usher in

have lived in peace, but his enemies brought him

a new era, Poppy’s life has never been her own.

war. The Gold overlords demanded his obedience,

The life of the Maiden is solitary. Never to be

hanged his wife, and enslaved his people. But

touched. Never to be looked upon. Never to be

Darrow is determined to fight back. Risking

spoken to. Never to experience pleasure. Waiting

everything to transform himself and breach Gold

for the day of her Ascension, she would rather be

society, Darrow has battled to survive the cutthroat

with the guards, fighting back the evil that took

rivalries that breed Society’s mightiest warriors,

her family, than preparing to be found worthy by

climbed the ranks, and waited patiently to unleash

the gods. But the choice has never been hers. A

the revolution that will tear the hierarchy apart

Duty… The entire kingdom’s future rests on

from within. Finally, the time has come. But

Poppy’s shoulders, something she’s not even quite

devotion to honor and hunger for vengeance run

sure she wants for herself. Because a Maiden has a

deep on both sides. Darrow and his comrades-in-

heart. And a soul. And longing. And when Hawke,

arms face powerful enemies without scruple or

a golden-eyed guard honor bound to ensure her
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Ascension, enters her life, destiny and duty become

Bibliotheque Blo “In this exciting new novel by

tangled with desire and need. He incites her anger,

Jennifer L. Armentrout, she introduces a fantastical

makes her question everything she believes in, and

world filled with immense detail, and characters

tempts her with the forbidden. A Kingdom…

who are poignant and fierce, Jennifer truly has out

Forsaken by the gods and feared by mortals, a fallen

done herself!” – BookBesties “From Blood and Ash

kingdom is rising once more, determined to take

is a fantastic fantasy that will hook you immediately

back what they believe is theirs through violence

from the very first page! I loved every single

and vengeance. And as the shadow of those cursed

moment and all of the characters are ones you will

draws closer, the line between what is forbidden

fall in love with! Jennifer L. Armentrout has done

and what is right becomes blurred. Poppy is not

it again with her amazing writing skills and lots of

only on the verge of losing her heart and being

detail! Get this book immediately!!!” - Amanda

found unworthy by the gods, but also her life when

@Stuck In YA Books “Jennifer has stepped into the

every blood-soaked thread that holds her world

fantasy genre with this absolutely amazing novel.

together begins to unravel. Reviews for From

With characters you will love and more than a few

Blood and Ash: "Dreamy, twisty, steamy escapism.

twists and turns, get ready for one amazing

Take me back!" -New York Times bestseller

adventure.” -Perpetual Fangirl "This magnificent

Wendy Higgins “Jennifer Armentrout has the

book has so many pieces in it: fantasy, mystery,

power to control my emotions with every word

forbidden romance, supernatural, lies, deceit,

she writes. From swooning to crying to racing

betrayal, love, friendship, family. And so, so, so

through the pages to find out what happens next, I

many secrets your head will be spinning. Jennifer

couldn't stop reading about Hawke and Poppy, and

L. Armentrout has created another masterpiece that

you won't be able to either.” - Brigid Kemmerer,

I will be rushing to buy, and will be telling

New York Times Bestselling Author of A Curse So

everyone to read it ASAP!" ~Jeraca @My Nose in

Dark and Lonely “Action, adventure, sexiness, and

YA Books “From Blood to Ash is the first high

angst! From Blood and Ash has it all and double that.

fantasy book from Jennifer L Armentrout, but

So many feels and so many moments it made me

hopefully not the last. Like all her other works, her

cheer for the character. Read. This. Book! You'll be

ability to create worlds, create swoon worthy men,

obsessed!” - Tijan NYT bestselling author “From

and feisty strong female characters is amazing.

Blood and Ash is a phenomenal fantasy novel that is

Fantasy, mystery, romance, betrayal, love, and

filled to the brim with danger, mystery and heart

steamy scenes, this book has it all.” - Lisa @ The

melting romance. I loved every single second of it

Blonde Book Lover “From Blood & Ash is

and I couldn’t get enough of this new fantastical

everything we love about JLA’s fantasy

world. A heart stopping start to what is clearly

writing...pumped up on steroids. There’s epic world

going to be a stunning series, perfect for both those

building and plot twists, a strong female lead, a

who love fantasy and those who are new to the

swoon worthy book hottie, a steamy forbidden love

genre. A must read.” Kayleigh, K-Books "If you

story, and side characters that can’t help but steal

think you are ready for From Blood and Ash, think

your heart. My mind was blown by the end of this

again. Jennifer L. Armentrout has woven a new

book.” - Kris S. (frantic4romantic) “Step into an

fantasy universe that will leave you reeling. Filled

exciting new fantasy world by Jennifer L.

with action, heart wrenching twists and the most

Armentrout, From Blood And Ash takes you on a

delicious romance, this unputdownable novel comes

fantastic ride with twists and turns galore.

with a warning: keep a fan close by, because the

Characters you will love to laugh and cry with. A

temperatures are about to rise." Elena, The

phenomenal start to an exciting new series.” - Lori
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Dunn an avid reader “From Blood and Ash was

toes from start to end.” - Amy Oh, Reader by the

everything I wanted in a high fantasy novel. The

Mountains “From Blood and Ash is the first high

myths, the legends, the epic romance, and an

fantasy novel by Jennifer L Armentrout and she

adventure that will keep you on your toes

absolutely nails it. This is fantasy for skeptics and

beginning to end. I couldn’t put the book down.

unbelievers because it makes you want to be a

Truly a brilliant start to what I believe will be yet

fantasy fan! This page turner makes you want to

another amazing series by Jennifer L. Armentrout."

devour it in one night and at the same time savor

–Sabrina, Books Are My Life “Jennifer L.

every detail. Heart stopping and inspiring and grips

Armentrout takes her first step into the high

you from page one.” – Tracy Kirby “An intriguing

fantasy genre with From Blood and Ash. A story of

puzzle of a world, a ruthless hero, a determine

forbidden love, lies, secrets, and betrayal - it will

heroin, and a plot that will keep you up late, this

leave you wanting more after the very last page.” -

book is one of the best I've read this year.” – Valerie

Love Just Is Books “From Blood and Ash is like

from Stuck In Books “From Blood and Ash, a

reading my favorite book for first time.” - Raquel

thrilling high fantasy that packs a punch, each page

Herrera “With From Blood and Ash, Jennifer

will leave you wanting more!” - Tracey, Books &

Armentrout successfully takes on the genre of high

Other Pursuits

fantasy, proving, once again, that she is a master of

Iron Gold Pierce Brown 2018-01-11 'Another

her craft. Filled with epic adventure, forbidden

sizzling space epic to entice, excite and tease. 5

romance, deceit, lies, and betrayal, FB&A draws

STARS' - Starburst Darrow was born a slave. He

you in from page one and refuses to let go!” - Erica,

became a weapon. He ended centuries of Gold rule,

The Rest Just Falls Away “Jennifer L. Armentrout

broke the chains of an empire, and now he's the

comes trough once again with From Blood and Ash

hero of a brave new republic. But at terrible cost. At

as it kept me enthralled throughout the full book.

the edge of the solar system, the grandson of the

You won't be able to put down this epic story once

emperor he murdered dreams of revenge. In his

you start.” - Julalicious Book Paradise “From Blood

hidden fortress in the oceans of Venus, the Ash

and Ash strikes the perfect balance between fantasy

Lord lies in wait, plotting to crush the newborn

and romance elements leaving the world feeling

democracy. And, at home, a young Red girl who's

live in and full while allowing the relationship

lost everything to the Rising questions whether

between the main characters feeling real and

freedom was just another Gold lie. In a fearsome

authentic.” - Nads Book Nook, Nadine Bergeron “Be

new world where Obsidian pirates roam the Belt,

prepared to spend your whole day reading From

famine and genocide ravage Mars, and crime lords

Blood and Ash. Once you start reading this high

terrorise Luna, it's time for Darrow and a cast of

fantasy novel, you won't want to put it down.” -

new characters from across the solar system to face

Love Book Triangle “From Blood and Ash is

down the chaos that revolution has unleashed.

absolutely breath taking. JLA does what she does

********** Further praise for Iron Gold 'Fascinating .

best by creating a fantastical world filled with

. . This is one you absolutely will have to read' -

romance, lies, betrayal, adventure and all things we

The BiblioSanctum '[Iron Gold] offers us both a

love and expect from JLA characters that melt our

continuation of the story Brown has been telling for

hearts and steal our hearts and souls. I cannot wait

years right alongside an eye-opening widening of

for the next one!” - Pia Colon “From Blood and Ash,

his universe, as though we're watching it all

Jennifer L. Armentrout brought to life a high

through an exquisitely calibrated telescope that can

fantasy that is enthralling. Another masterful

slide on perfect bearings from one side of the solar

addition to my collection. Get ready to stay on your

system to the other without the slightest blur . . .
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Mature science fiction existing within the frame of

Snowblind Christopher Golden 2014-01-21 In

blazing space opera' - NPR Books 'The books are an

Christopher Golden's first horror novel in more

exhilarating fusion of The Hunger Games, Blade

than a decade--a work reminiscent of early Stephen

Runner and Dune. Amid a pulse-pounding

King--Snowblind updates the ghost story for the

narrative, they fearlessly tackle major issues like

modern age. The small New England town of

the fragility of democracy and the fallibility of

Coventry had weathered a thousand blizzards . . .

human nature to betray its ideals even when

but never one like this. Icy figures danced in the

freedom is attained' - Express '[A] thoughtful blend

wind and gazed through children's windows with

of action, intrigue, and prosaic human drama' -

soul-chilling eyes. People wandered into the

Publishers Weekly 'Iron Gold offers more of

whiteout and were never seen again. Families

everything we loved about the first three books.

were torn apart, and the town would never be the

Pierce Brown builds upon the foundations of the

same. Now, as a new storm approaches twelve

incredible universe and story he spun in the first

years later, the folks of Coventry are haunted by

trilogy, pivoting on his characters' flaws and

the memories of that dreadful blizzard and those

fallibility to steer the narrative in unexpected

who were lost in the snow. Photographer Jake

directions. Suffice it to say, readers will be soon be

Schapiro mourns his little brother, Isaac, even as---

dying to read the next one' - Barnes & Noble 'This

tonight---another little boy is missing. Mechanic and

book lives up to every expectation I have for Pierce

part-time thief Doug Manning's life has been

Brown . . . you MUST read this, it will not

forever scarred by the mysterious death of his wife,

disappoint!' - The Speculative Herald 'Brown

Cherie, and now he's starting over with another

succeeds not only in writing a great book, but

woman and more ambitious crimes. Police detective

adding to the world and Red Rising's mythos . . .

Joe Keenan has never been the same since that

The mix of political intrigue, action and thematic

night, when he failed to save the life of a young

journeys elevate this book from a simple sci-fi

boy . . . and the boy's father vanished in the storm

adventure into something more thought-provoking

only feet away. And all the way on the other side

and rewarding. Fans of Brown and his series should

of the country, Miri Ristani receives a phone call . .

really enjoy this latest addition to Red Rising' -

. from a man who died twelve years ago. As old

FlickeringMyth.com

ghosts trickle back, this new storm will prove to be

Pierce Brown's Red Rising: Sons Of Ares #3 Pierce

even more terrifying than the last. Spellbinding in

Brown 2017-07-12 Amidst the Sons’ daring

scope and rooted deeply in classic storytelling,

operation, Fitchner recalls the assignment where he

Christopher Golden has written a chilling

learned about true strength and honor from the

masterpiece that is the best work of his career and a

Reds his Gold contemporaries looked down upon.

standout supernatural thriller. With richly textured

Haunted by the things he experienced at The

characters, scarred and haunted by the ghosts of

Institute, his life takes a turn as he meets the

those they loved most, Snowblind is rooted deeply

woman who would forever change his life…and,

in classic storytelling. Christopher Golden has

therefore, society as a whole!

written a chilling masterpiece that is both his

The Amaranth Chronicles Alexander Barnes

breakout book and a standout supernatural thriller.

2017-11-14 The Helix was meant to be a revolution,

Railsea China Miéville 2012-05-15 “Other names

but even the most pure of intentions can spawn

besides [Herman] Melville’s will surely come to

terrible evil, and the revolution of information and

mind as you read this thrilling tale—there’s Dune’s

innovation they hoped for may not be the one they

Frank Herbert. . . . But in this, as in all of his works,

get.

Miéville has that special knack for evoking other
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writers even while making the story wholly his

Brown 2017-05-10 From the world of the best-

own.”—Los Angeles Times On board the moletrain

selling YA series Red Rising comes a story of love

Medes, Sham Yes ap Soorap watches in awe as he

and loss and rage! In the future, when mankind has

witnesses his first moldywarpe hunt: the giant mole

spread across the stars, the hierarchy of man is

bursting from the earth, the harpoonists targeting

dictated by the color of one’s caste. The Golds rule

their prey, the battle resulting in one’s death & the

all, but what will happen when one falls for a lowly

other’s glory. Spectacular as it is, Sham can’t shake

Red? See how a forbidden love will set the course

the sense that there is more to life than the endless

of events for the future and lead to the formation of

rails of the railsea—even if his captain thinks only of

the formidable Sons of Ares! Written by author

hunting the ivory-colored mole that took her arm

Pierce Brown (The Red Rising Trilogy) and Rik

years ago. But when they come across a wrecked

Hoskin (Heroes of Skyrealm, Brandon Sanderson’s

train, Sham finds something—a series of pictures

White Sand), with art by Eli Powell (Yakuza

hinting at something, somewhere, that should be

Demon Killers, The 13th Artifact), comes the story

impossible—that leads to considerably more than

of revolution and Red Rising!

he’d bargained for. Soon he’s hunted on all sides, by

Golden Son Pierce Brown 2015-01-06 NEW YORK

pirates, trainsfolk, monsters & salvage-scrabblers. &

TIMES BESTSELLER • Red Rising hit the ground

it might not be just Sham’s life that’s about to

running and wasted no time becoming a sensation.

change. It could be the whole of the railsea. NEW

Golden Son continues the stunning saga of Darrow,

YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “[Miéville] gives all

a rebel forged by tragedy, battling to lead his

readers a lot to dig into here, be it emotional drama,

oppressed people to freedom. NAMED ONE OF

Godzilla-esque monster carnage, or the high

THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR,

adventure that comes only with riding the

BUZZFEED, AND BOOKLIST • “Gripping . . . On

rails.”—USA Today “Superb . . . massively

virtually every level, this is a sequel that hates

imaginative.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

sequels—a perfect fit for a hero who already defies

“Riveting . . . a great adventure.”—NPR “Wildly

the tropes. [Grade:] A”—Entertainment Weekly As

inventive . . . Every sentence is packed with

a Red, Darrow grew up working the mines deep

wit.”—The Guardian (London)

beneath the surface of Mars, enduring backbreaking

Pierce Brown's Red Rising: Sons of Ares Pierce

labor while dreaming of the better future he was

Brown 2018 From the world of the best-selling YA

building for his descendants. But the Society he

series Red Rising comes a story oflove and loss and

faithfully served was built on lies. Darrow’s kind

rage! In the future, when mankind has spread across

have been betrayed and denied by their elitist

thestars, the hierarchy of man is dictated by the

masters, the Golds—and their only path to liberation

color of one's caste. TheGolds rule all, but what will

is revolution. And so Darrow sacrifices himself in

happen when one falls for a lowly Red? See how

the name of the greater good for which Eo, his true

aforbidden love will set the course of events for the

love and inspiration, laid down her own life. He

future and lead to theformation of the formidable

becomes a Gold, infiltrating their privileged realm

Sons of Ares! Written by author Pierce Brown(The

so that he can destroy it from within. A lamb

Red Rising Trilogy) and Rik Hoskin (Heroes of

among wolves in a cruel world, Darrow finds

Skyrealm, BrandonSanderson's White Sand), with

friendship, respect, and even love—but also the

art by Eli Powell (Yakuza Demon Killers, The13th

wrath of powerful rivals. To wage and win the war

Artifact), comes the in-continuity story of

that will change humankind’s destiny, Darrow

revolution and RedRising!

must confront the treachery arrayed against him,

Pierce Brown's Red Rising: Sons Of Ares #1 Pierce

overcome his all-too-human desire for
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retribution—and strive not for violent revolt but a

planetary court, Hadrian must fight a war he did

hopeful rebirth. Though the road ahead is fraught

not start, for an Empire he does not love, against an

with danger and deceit, Darrow must choose to

enemy he will never understand.

follow Eo’s principles of love and justice to free his

The Fires of Vengeance Evan Winter 2020-11-10 In

people. He must live for more. Praise for Golden

this "relentlessly gripping, brilliant" epic fantasy

Son “Stirring . . . Comparisons to The Hunger

(James Islington), an ousted queen must join forces

Games and Game of Thrones series are inevitable,

with a young warrior in order to reclaim her

for this tale has elements of both.”—Kirkus Reviews

throne and save her people. Tau and his Queen,

“Brown writes layered, flawed characters . . . but

desperate to delay the impending attack on the

plot is his most breathtaking strength. . . . Every

capital by the indigenous people of Xidda, craft a

action seems to flow into the next.”—NPR Don’t

dangerous plan. If Tau succeeds, the Queen will

miss any of Pierce Brown’s Red Rising Saga: RED

have the time she needs to assemble her forces and

RISING • GOLDEN SON • MORNING STAR •

launch an all out assault on her own capital city,

IRON GOLD • DARK AGE

where her sister is being propped up as the 'true'

Pierce Brown's Red Rising: Sons of Ares Vol 2-

Queen of the Omehi. If the city can be taken, if

Wrath Pierce Brown 2020-02-19 The world of

Tsiora can reclaim her throne, and if she can

Pierce Brown’s Red Rising expands further in the

reunite her people then the Omehi have a chance

next installment of the Sons of Ares storyline.

to survive the onslaught. "This gritty series set in a

Fitchner’s quest for revenge continues as he and

South African–inspired fantasy world is an intense

the other Sons of Ares seek out the Golds who have

reading experience, and the second book is just as

wronged his family. But actions come with

phenomenal as the first."—BuzzFeed News "The

repercussions and an elaborate game of cat and

Fires of Vengeance is epic fantasy at its

mouse is on. A battle of Gold versus Gold erupts

finest."—Winter Is Coming The Books of The

further into more than acts of vengeance and

Burning Series The Rage of Dragons The Fires of

becomes the seeds of a revolution.

Vengeance The Lord of Demons

Empire of Silence Christopher Ruocchio 2018-07-03

Spirits of Vengeance Rob J Hayes 2021-09-28 The

Hadrian Marlowe, a man revered as a hero and

Ipian Empire was once a land that welcomed

despised as a murderer, chronicles his tale in the

dragons and spirits alike, but a century of war and

galaxy-spanning debut of the Sun Eater series,

bloodshed saw them all but vanish. Now, the lost

merging the best of space opera and epic fantasy. It

things are returning and the Onryo have gathered.

was not his war. The galaxy remembers him as a

Five legendary spirits with mysterious powers,

hero: the man who burned every last alien Cielcin

bent on freeing an ancient evil that would wreak

from the sky. They remember him as a monster:

havoc on humanity. Haruto swore his soul to the

the devil who destroyed a sun, casually annihilating

God of Death for the chance to hunt down the

four billion human lives—even the Emperor

vengeful ghost of his wife. Now an onmyoji, he's

himself—against Imperial orders. But Hadrian was

tasked by the Imperial Throne to hunt down

not a hero. He was not a monster. He was not even

monsters and malicious spirits. But he knows not all

a soldier. On the wrong planet, at the right time, for

spirits are evil and not all deserve the peace of the

the best reasons, Hadrian Marlowe starts down a

sword. Kira is a student at Heiwa, an academy for

path that can only end in fire. He flees his father

children with dangerous techniques. But she has a

and a future as a torturer only to be left stranded on

secret, she's not like the other students. When the

a strange, backwater world. Forced to fight as a

school is attacked, she flees with one of the tutors,

gladiator and navigate the intrigues of a foreign

determined to hide both from those who would kill
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her, and those who would use her. As a plague of

first tale of treachery and adventure, sword fighting

spirits sweeps across the land, the Onryo leave a

and magic, myth and legend. When author Michael

bloody trail for Haruto to follow. But who's hunting

J. Sullivan self-published the first books of his

who?

Riyria Revelations, they rapidly became ebook

Theft of Swords Michael J. Sullivan 2011-11-23

bestsellers. Now, Orbit is pleased to present the

Royce Melborn, a skilled thief, and his mercenary

complete series for the first time in bookstores

partner, Hadrian Blackwater, make a profitable

everywhere. Theft of Swords was originally

living carrying out dangerous assignments for

published as: The Crown Conspiracy and

conspiring nobles-until they are hired to pilfer a

Avempartha. BOOKS IN THE RIYRIA

famed sword. What appears to be just a simple job

REVELATIONS Theft of Swords (The Crown

finds them framed for the murder of the king and

Conspiracy & Avempartha) Rise of Empire

trapped in a conspiracy that uncovers a plot far

(Nyphron Rising & The Emerald Storm) Heir of

greater than the mere overthrow of a tiny

Novron (Wintertide & Percepliquis)

kingdom. Can a self-serving thief and an idealistic

Alphabet Mystery Audrey Wood 2004 Follow

swordsman survive long enough to unravel the

along on a flying pencil as all the little letters set out

first part of an ancient mystery that has toppled

to solve a very puzzling mystery.

kings and destroyed empires? And so begins the
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